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modo bass comes with over 100 bass patches that you can import and apply
to the bass. its also possible to make your own presets and save them for
later use. the patches work in unison with modo bass and let you record a
bass performance, tweak the instrument in real-time, use the sequencer to

sequence drum patterns, control effects, or start and stop the recording. the
bass patches can be played in any combination of four different modes, any
of which can be used as a starting point to play more complex bass lines. its

easy to see why modo bass is one of the most popular instruments in the
modo bass collection. with modo bass, you can become a bass performer
with nothing more than your computer, your keyboard and a bass. modo

bass is a one-of-a-kind instrument that is a pleasure to work with. everything
from the default settings to the presets is designed to ensure that you have
the best experience possible. some of the features include: do you want to

try out the bass and get its unique sound? then this bass is for you. the bass
includes two samples of the basses d string. samples were taken from a

fender jazz electric bass guitar with carvin j99 pickups and dr hi-beam bass
strings directly into a radial pro48 di box. an extended range was obtained
by tuning the e-string all the way down to a c. the low b (b0) of a standard

5-string bass was omitted magesy download down-tuning. slap and pop
articulations were carefully and meticulously recorded for each note,

although in the extreme upper range of the bass, magesy download down-
tuning. regular notes were recorded with a guitar pick, in order to maintain a

semi-percussive and metallic sound.
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the modulation section allows you to manipulate the amount of modulation
by using the sliders to add harmonics, phaser, flanger and ring modulation,

each with their own controls and filter. the stomp section is essentially
modos stomp/dive table with only a few sounds and effects. these are

primarily intended for extremely loud and aggressive sounds, and are useful
for both slap and popping sounds. in addition to the stomp sounds, the amp

section contains three amp settings: hi-fi, rock and rock a/c. these are
equally suited for the two basses, but the rock setting will make the bass
sound more like an electric bass. the amp section also includes a setting

called vibe which allows you to sample a tape echo like effect and adjust the
decay time to achieve a thicker or thinner sound. the section mids allows

you to split the signal in different sections and manipulate them
independently. this includes the use of panning. the pitch section is a

standard pitch shifter. the pitch is also effected by the pitch shift control
which allows you to change the pitch by a specified amount. the depth

control allows you to adjust the harmonic content of the bass. this controls
the harmonics that sound in the lowest notes. the amp section controls the
bass amp, which is the volume level. the decay controls the decay times of
the different sections. these are very short, but they effect the transients
quite a bit, and they are good for adding subtle variations to the sound.
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